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he acceded as lord

Yax-Pac

Sky

16th successor

"shell-fist" title

blood lord of Copan

Bench text

Yax-Pac's name from the north door, east panel

he acceded as lord

Yax-Pac

sky

penis title

blood lord of Copan

inscription under the left figures (drawing is reversed)

inscription under the right figures

first appearance of the Evening Star from the West door, south panel
Details of the Temple 11 Bench figures

- zoomorphic head
- profile view
- mouth of the zoomorph
- ik
- bars

The Pectorals

- turban
- zoomorphic
- headdress of the first ancestor figure

Chac-Xib-Chac

The Headdresses
Seating of Yaxkin

[8.14.3.1.12] 1 Eb G5

Friday, November 17, A.D. 309

he was seated  name or title  Balam-Ahau  Chaan  emblem glyph of Tikal (early version?)